Hello fellow doctoral researchers,

In this newsletter you will find information about new DINI activities and meetings.

Upcoming Events

October 7
18:00 Open DINI Meeting at Doktorandencafé with Pizza

Save the Date

October 10
09:00 Mental Health Day at HMGU

November 13
13:30 5th Session in Berlin at HMGU

Open DINI Meeting at Doktorandencafé

Come to our next open DINI meeting on October 7th at 18:00! Enjoy nice food and drinks with your fellows!

DINI Newsletter

October 21
Graduate Students Day TMS + Winterparty

November 13
N² Power Abuse Meeting

November 13
19:00 A. Reiss in Berlin at HMGU

Report N² Power Abuse Meeting

On September 18 the directors of the graduate schools, ombudspersons, student representatives and the Helmholtz Juniors Speaker met to discuss how to implement the recommendations of the N² Power Abuse Position Paper:

- The need for open DINI meetings
- The need for active student participation in all discussion boards of HMGU
- The need for ombudspersons to be appointed already at the time of contract signing
- The need for student representatives to be elected already at the time of contract signing
- The need for DINI representatives to be elected already at the time of contract signing
- The need for the DINI to have a say in the selection of the GSO

Please make sure to be actively involved in the N² Power Abuse Meetings to shape the future of doctoral researchers at HMGU.

Take the chance, make a change—Participate in the Survey N²!

How does the work of a student representative look like?

Hello fellow doctoral researchers,

Please consider to apply for the position as one of four student representatives!

What is it good for?

By becoming a student representative you will:

- Be part of the HMGU management board
- Have a say in important boards of HMGU
- Become part of the Helmholtz Juniors Survey 2019
- Be part of the N² Power Abuse Meeting
- Support from DINI and previous student representatives

Meet Dinis at the Dini Meetings

There are 4 representatives = shared work

Meet graduate student office for regularly jour fixe (every second month)
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